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Deep learning models are 
data monsters 

Credit: On the Opportunities and Risks of Foundation Models
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.07258 

Credit: A Survey of Large Language Models 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.18223 

LLMs

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.07258
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.18223




Not all fields are as lucky 

Ref https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/1478744 Domain-Aware Scientific Machine Learning

https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/1478744


There’s no free lunch! 
Supervised learning as data fitting 

Typically, #data points we need grow 
exponentially with respect to dimension
(i.e., curse of dimensionality)  

Data 

Knowledge Building in prior 
knowledge is crucial 
for reducing the data 
complexity 
e.g., “convolutional” 
layers 

Small-data AI

Large-data AI



This talk: 

several stories about data-knowledge tradeoffs 
● Scientific inverse problems (SIPs)

- Data-driven (data-rich) methods for SIPs

- Single-instance (data-poor) methods for SIPs

● Principled computational tool for data-knowledge tradeoffs



Scientific Inverse Problems



Inverse problems

Image denoising

Image super-resolution 3D reconstruction 

MRI reconstruction

Coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) 

Inverse problem: given                     ,   recover 



Traditional methods 

Inverse problem: given                     ,   recover 

Limitations: 
● Which    ?  (e.g., unknown/compound noise) 
● Which    ?  (e.g., structures not amenable to math description) 
● Speed

RegFit



DL methods for SIPs: the radical way 

Inverse problem: given                     ,   recover 

Learn the          with a training set    

Limitations: 

● Wasteful: not using
● Representative data? 
● Not always straightforward

 (see, e.g., Tayal et al. Inverse 
Problems, Deep Learning, and 
Symmetry Breaking. 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.09077) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.09077


Story I: More could be less 

More is 
less 



Why “more is less” here? Forward symmetry: 

Implies: on dense training set, very close 
y’s can mapped to very far aways x’s 
different by signs 

Highly oscillatory target 
function to learn by 

DNNs—difficult



Remedy: 
symmetry breaking 

Fix all signs to be positive 



A slightly more complicated example
(Gaussian phase retrieval) 

Forward symmetry: global sign 

More is less More is more



Symmetry-breaking principle 

Finding the smallest, connected, representative set 

Symmetry breaking: a preprocessing step on the training set 





DL methods for SIPs: the middle way 

Inverse problem: given                     ,   recover 

Recipe: revamp numerical methods for RegFit with pretrained/trainable 
DNNs  

RegFit



DL methods for SIPs: the middle way

Algorithm unrolling 

If     proximal friendly 

Idea: make       trainable, using  

E.g., 

Fig credit: Deep Learning Techniques for Inverse Problems in Imaging  https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06001 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06001


DL methods for SIPs: the middle way 

Plug-and-Play 

Deep generative models 

Using           only

Pretraining:

Deployment: 

E.g. replace           with pretrained denoiser 



Focuses on linear 
inverse problems,        
i.e.,      linear 

DL methods for SIPs: a survey

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06001 

Limitations of middle ways:
● Representative data?
● Algorithm-sensitive
● Good initialization? (e.g., 

Manekar et al. Deep Learning Initialized 
Phase Retrieval. 
https://sunju.org/pub/NIPS20-WS-DL4F
PR.pdf)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06001
https://sunju.org/pub/NIPS20-WS-DL4FPR.pdf
https://sunju.org/pub/NIPS20-WS-DL4FPR.pdf


Story II: Don’t be 
too Bayesian  

Deep generative models 

Pretraining:

Deployment: 

How to use pretrained diffusion models for SIPs? 



Bayesian thinking 

Reverse SDE for DM 

Reverse conditional SDE for SIPs 



Bayesian thinking: after several approx steps  

Credit: Diffusion Posterior Sampling for General Noisy Inverse Problems  https://openreview.net/forum?id=OnD9zGAGT0k 

https://openreview.net/forum?id=OnD9zGAGT0k


Explained in one picture (vs. our plugin idea) 



Feasibility crisis Inverse problem: given                     ,   recover 



Preliminary result on linear SIPs 



Preliminary result on nonlinear SIPs 



Am I supposed/allowed to show this? 



DL methods for SIPS: the economic way  

Deep image prior (DIP)          (and    )  trainable 

Contrasting: Deep generative models 

Pretraining:

Deployment: 

No extra training 
data! 

Ulyanov et al. Deep image prior. IJCV’20. https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.10925 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.10925


DIP’s cousin(s)     
Idea: (visual) objects as continuous functions 

Deep image prior (DIP) 

         (and    )  trainable 

Neural implicit representation (NIR) 

Physics-informed neural networks (PINN)  

Figure credit: https://www.nature.com/articles/s42254-021-00314-5 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42254-021-00314-5


NIR for 3D rendering and view synthesis

https://www.matthewtancik.com/nerf 

https://www.matthewtancik.com/nerf


Blind image deblurring (BID) 

Given    , 
recover     (and/or      ) 

Also Blind Deconvolution 

Story III: We benefit from DL even with a single data 
point 



Landmark surveys
● 1996: Kundur and Hatzinakos. Blind image deconvolution. https://doi.org/10.1109/79.489268 
● 2011: Levin et al. Understanding blind deconvolution algorithms. 

https://doi.org/10.1109/TPAMI.2011.148 
● 2012: Kohler et al. Recording and playback of camera shake: Benchmarking blind 

deconvolution with a real-world database. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-33786-4_3 
● 2016: Lai et al. A comparative study for single image blind deblurring. 

https://doi.org/10.1109/CVPR.2016.188 
● 2021: Koh et al. Single image deblurring with neural networks: A comparative survey 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cviu.2020.103134 
● 2022: Zhang et al. Deep image blurring: A survey  https://doi.org/10.1007/s11263-022-01633-5  

See also: Awesome Deblurring 
https://github.com/subeeshvasu/Awesome-Deblurring 

Key challenge of data-driven approach: 
       obtaining sufficiently expressive data (Koh et al’21. Zhang et al’22)  

https://doi.org/10.1109/79.489268
https://doi.org/10.1109/TPAMI.2011.148
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-33786-4_3
https://doi.org/10.1109/CVPR.2016.188
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cviu.2020.103134
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11263-022-01633-5
https://github.com/subeeshvasu/Awesome-Deblurring


Untouched practical questions 



Double DIPs

Idea: parameterize both      and      as DIPs 

● CNN + CNN  (Wang et al’19, 
https://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/ICCVW.2019.00127; 
Tran et al’21, https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.00317 ) 

● MLP + CNN (SelfDeblur; Ren et al’20, https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.02197) 

Still problematic with 
1) kernel size over-specification     2) substantial noise  

https://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/ICCVW.2019.00127
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.00317
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.02197


A glance of 
our modifications

Over-specify 
Over-specify   

Handle bounded shift 

~half of the image sizes



SelfDeblur vs our method 

Clean Blurry and noisy 

SelfDeblur Ours

Clean Blurry and noisy

SelfDeblur Ours



Real world results

Difficult cases 

1) High depth contrast
2) High brightness contrast

Outperform SOTA
data-driven methods! 



Breakthroughs in imaging 

Bragg Coherent Diffraction Imaging
     

Coherent Diffraction Imaging

First PR method that won in a double-blind test, and 
systematic evaluation, beating a 40-years old legacy 

First BID method that works with unknown kernel 
size AND substantial noise  



Related papers
● Li et al. Self-Validation: Early Stopping for Single-Instance Deep Generative Priors 

(BMVC’21)   https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.12271 

● Wang et al. Early Stopping for Deep Image Prior    https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.06074 

(TMLR’23)  

● Zhuang et al. Blind Image Deblurring with Unknown Kernel Size and Substantial 

Noise.  https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.09483 ( IJCV’24) 

● Zhuang et al. Practical Phase Retrieval Using Double Deep Image Priors. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.00799 (Electronic Imaging’24) 

● Li et al. Deep Random Projector: Toward Efficient Deep Image Prior. (CVPR’23) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.12271
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.06074
https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.09483
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.00799


Data-driven methods for SIPs 

Story I: More could be less Story II: Don’t be too Bayesian  
Single-instance methods for SIPs Story III: Benefit from DL with a single data 

point   



Principled data-knowledge tradeoff





When DL meets constraints 

Unconstrained optimization 

“Solved” 

Constrained optimization 

largely “unsolved” 



GAPS  



DL with nontrivial constraints: many pitfalls 
● Robustness evaluation 
● Imbalanced learning 
● Topology optimization 
● Contrastive learning 
● Neuro-symbolic AI 
● Algorithmic fairness 
● Safe control and reinforcement learning 
● … 



Robustness evaluation: penalty methods for 
complicated d (perceptual attack) 

Penalty methods

Ref Perceptual adversarial robustness: Defense against unseen threat models. Laidlaw, C., Singla, S., & Feizi, S. https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.12655 

perceptual 
distance

Projection onto the constraint is complicated 

Solve it for each fixed  , and then increase  

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.12655


Problem with penalty methods 

Ref Optimization and Optimizers for Adversarial Robustness. Liang, H., Liang, B., Peng, L., Cui, Y., Mitchell, T., & Sun, J. arXiv preprint arXiv:2303.13401.

PWCF, an optimizer with 
a principled stopping 
criterion on stationarity 
& feasibility

Penalty methods tend to encounter 
 large constraint violation (i.e., infeasible solution, known in optimization 
theory) or suboptimal solution 

LPA, Fast-LPA: penalty methods      PPGD: Projected gradient descent 



Key algorithm

Nonconvex, nonsmooth, constrained

Ref: Curtis, Frank E., Tim Mitchell, and Michael L. Overton. "A BFGS-SQP method for nonsmooth, nonconvex, constrained 
optimization and its evaluation using relative minimization profiles." Optimization Methods and Software 32.1 (2017): 148-181.

Penalty sequential quadratic programming (P-SQP)

http://www.timmitchell.com/software/GRANSO/ 

http://www.timmitchell.com/software/GRANSO/


Algorithm highlights 

Steering strategy for the penalty parameter 

Stationarity based on (approximate) gradient sampling  

If feasibility improvement is insufficient :
 



Ref Curtis, Frank E., Tim Mitchell, and Michael L. Overton. "A BFGS-SQP method for nonsmooth, nonconvex, constrained optimization and its 
evaluation using relative minimization profiles." Optimization Methods and Software 32.1 (2017): 148-181.

Key take-away 

● Principled stopping criterion and line search, to obtain a 
solution with certificate (stationarity & feasibility check) 

● Quasi-newton style method for fast convergence, i.e., 
reasonable speed and high-precision solution 



Limitations of GRANSO

Lack of Auto-Differentiation

Lack of GPU Support

No native support of tensor variables 

⇒ impossible to do deep learning with GRANSO 

analytical gradients required 

vector variables only 



First general-purpose solver for constrained DL 
problems 

GRANSO meets PyTorch 



Example 1: Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Soft-margin SVM 



Liblinear (coordinate descent) 

vs PyGRANSO

Binary classification (odd vs even digits) on MNIST dataset



Example 2: Robustness—min formulation



CIFAR10 dataset 

X-axis: image index; Y-axis: PyGRANSO radius - FAB radius

L1 attack L2 attack Linf attack

Compared with FAB   [iterative constraint 
linearization  + projected gradient] 
https://github.com/fra31/auto-attack 

https://github.com/fra31/auto-attack


Many 
others 

https://ncvx.org/ 

https://ncvx.org/


Data-driven methods for SIPs 

Story I: More could be less Story II: Don’t be too Bayesian  
Single-instance methods for SIPs Story III: Benefit from DL with a single data 

point   



First general-purpose solver for constrained DL 
problems 

A (the?) tool for DL with nontrivial constraints 


